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Abstract 
Shadow detection and removal in real scene images are always a significant problem. This work aims to address the problem of 
shadow detection and removal from urban high resolution remote sensing images. To detect shadow from images a pre 
processing step is performed. Triclass Thresholding technique is used for segmentation and it is based on Otsu’s method. Using 
this iterative method the images are separated into three classes that are foreground region, background region and to-be-
determined region. Then Otsu’s method is applied only to to-be-determined region iteratively. After segmentation shadow in the 
images are detected using bimodal histogram splitting method. Then the false shadow including water bodies, vegetation and 
some dark objects are eliminated by considering spectral and geometric features. Also an additional method called pair wise 
region based detection is used to accurately detect the shadow. So image is clustered by using K-mean Algorithm and to detect 
shadow by comparing colour and the ratio of intensities in the adjacent pair. Finally shadow matting called soft matting technique 
is used to obtain shadow free image. Results show that the new method accurately detects shadow and can efficiently restore 
shadow with 90.57% accuracy.  
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1. Introduction 
                  
   In remote sensing images, shadow was one of the important problems which reduce accuracy of information 
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extraction and change detection. In urban images shadow should be formed due to some elevated objects [1]. Also 
as a result of shadow the reliability of computer vision algorithms such as segmentation, object classification and 
image analysis etc. In 3-D reconstruction, building position recognition [2] and height estimation shadow can be 
considered as useful information but it affects the accuracy of images during analysis. So shadow detection and 
removal is an important pre processing step before analysis the remote sensing images.  Different types of algorithm 
have been developed for shadow detection and removal. 
   This work proposed a new method is developed for shadow detection and removal. First image is segmented using 
Tri-class based Thresholding [3]. This method is based on Otsu’s method which searches for a threshold that 
minimizes the intra class variances of the segmented images. Using this iterative method separates the image in to 
three classes instead of two that is foreground region, background region and to- be- determined region (TBD 
region).Then Otsu’s method is only applicable for TBD region to calculate the new threshold and obtain the above 
three classes that is foreground region, background region and new TBD region. This new TBD region is again 
processed in similar manner and this process stops until new threshold less than preset threshold. After the 
segmentation shadow should be detected by using bimodal histogram splitting method [4]. Then the false shadow 
that is some clutter information is removed for accurately detecting shadow. Also an additional method called pair 
wise region based detection is used to accurately detect the shadow [5]. So image is clustered by using K-mean 
Algorithm and to detect shadow by comparing colour and the ratio of intensities in the adjacent pair. 
    Next phase is shadow removal. Shadow is removed by using shadow matting [5] technique. This method is based 
on simple shadow model in which lighting consist of directed light and environmental light. Initially calculate how 
much direct light is occluded for each pixel in the image and then relight the entire image using this information. A 
matting technique is used to find a fractional shadow coefficient value. Then combine this shadow coefficient value 
with ratio of direct light to environment light and shadow free image is formed. Definition of shadow  and principle 
of shadow formation are described in [6,7,8]. 
2. Literature Review 
    Many effective algorithms have been proposed for shadow detection and shadow removal. Exiting shadow 
detection method are of different types. One of the simplest method is Thresholding [9], here intensity of each pixel 
compared with threshold. Each pixel in the image is replaced with black pixel if the intensity less than a particular 
threshold and each pixel in the image is replaced with white pixel if the intensity greater than threshold. It is 
computational inexpensiveness, simple, quick and easy but it cannot well identify shadow regions from other dark 
objects. So next method called region growing segmentation [9] is used to detect shadows. Here cluster the image 
iteratively and find shadow and non-shadow region. It provides good segmentation results, performs well with 
respect to noise but it is time consuming. After another method called Dual Pass Otsu Method [10], here first 
separates the low intensity and high intensity region then again low intensity is divided into self and cast shadow. 
Above methods are used for low resolution images. For high resolution images Dare Method [9] is used. . Shadow 
should be separated from non shadow by using predetermined thresholding and further post processing is performed. 
Steps include are density slicing, thresholding, region encoding and region filtering. An improved method for 
accurate detection of shadow is Blackbody Radiator Model [8]. This method can detect the shadow based on the 
chromaticity values. 
    During the processing of shadowed image, information cost is occurred. So shadow removal plays an important 
role in object classification, object recognition, image fusion etc. Exiting shadow removal methods are Histogram 
Matching [9,12,13], Gamma Correction [13], Linear Correlation Correction [9,13,14,15] and IOOPL Matching 
(Radiometric Correction and Polynomial Fitting) [4]. 
    In high resolution images the above methods do not produce accurate results. So IOOPL Matching method is 
used, it includes two methods radiometric and polynomial fitting. In radiometric approaches, relative radiation 
correction generally assumes that a linear relationship exists between the gray scale value digital number (DN) of 
the image to be corrected and the DN of the reference image. By using this relation shadow should be removed. But 
time consumption is high so polynomial fitting is used. In Polynomial method polynomial function is used to 
remove shadow. 
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3. Proposed Method 
    This work proposed a new technique called shadow detection and removal using Triclass based Thresholding and 
shadow matting method. First image is segmented using Tri-class based Thresholding. This method is based on 
Otsu’s method which searches for a threshold that minimizes the intra class variances of the segmented images. 
Using this iterative method separates the image in to three classes instead of two that is foreground region, 
background region and to- be- determined region (TBD region). Then Otsu’s method is only applicable for TBD 
region to calculate the new threshold and obtain the above three classes that is foreground region, background region 
and new TBD region. This new TBD region is again processed in similar manner and this process stops until new 
threshold less than preset threshold. After the segmentation shadow should be detected by using bimodal histogram 
splitting method. Then the false shadow that is some clutter information is removed for accurately detecting shadow. 
Also an additional method called pair wise region based detection is used to accurately detect the shadow. So image 
is clustered by using K-mean Algorithm and to detect shadow by comparing colour and the ratio of intensities in the 
adjacent pair. Flow chart of this method is explained below: 
 
           
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig 1: Flow chart of the proposed method 
                   
  Next step is shadow removal. Shadow is removed by using shadow matting technique. The matting technique is 
based on simple shadow model in which lighting consist of directed light and environmental light. Initially calculate 
how much direct light is occluded for each pixel in the image and then relight the entire image using this 
information. A matting technique is used to find a fractional shadow coefficient value. Then combine this shadow 
coefficient value with ratio of direct light to environment light and shadow free image is formed. This method gives 
the result more accurate than all the existing system methods and compared with IOOPL Matching technique.  
 
3.1 Image Segmentation 
            
   Spatial information of high resolution images should be very high. So pixel based method do not produce accurate 
result. The proposed method Triclass based Thresholding [3] is used. This method is based on Otsu’s method which 
searches for a threshold that minimizes the intra class variances of the segmented images. In the first iteration Otsu’s 
method is applied on an input image and obtain Otsu’s threshold. Using this threshold the image is divided into two 
classes and the corresponding mean is calculated. After using this mean separate the image in to three classes that is 
foreground region, background region and to- be -determined region (TBD). Then the next iteration the foreground, 
background region remain unchanged and Otsu’s method is applied in only TBD region only. As a result again three 
classes is formed and Otsu’s method reapplies in the TBD region. This iteration repeats until reaches a preset value. 
ORGINAL IMAGE SEGMENTATION USING TRI-CLASS 
THRESHOLDING 
ELIMINATION OF FALSE 
SHADOW
SHADOW DETECTION USING BIMODAL 
HISTOGRAM SPLITTING 
PAIR WISE REGION 
DETECTION OF SHADOW 
REMOVAL OF SHADOW USING SOFT 
MATTING METHOD 
SHADOW REMOVED IMAGE 
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Fig 2: Top Figure, Otsu’s method divide the image in two classes based on threshold T. 
Bottom figure, Tri class segmentation 
 
3.2 Shadow Detection 
 
    For shadow detection basically used method is Thresholding that is, a threshold value is set and separate shadow 
and non shadow region. So selection of threshold is very challenging task. Bimodal Histogram Splitting method [4] 
is used for accurate selection of threshold. It is a feasible method used for selecting the threshold and mean of the 
two peaks is consider as final threshold. The following algorithm described how to calculate the threshold value 
using Bimodal Histogram Splitting method. 
 
ALGORITHM 
 
1) Initialize T = x      //mean of the image is set as threshold . 
2) Repeat 
             2.1) Divide the image in to two using the threshold T. 
             2.2) Calculate average of each segments using the following equations. 
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  3)     Until T does not change 
Here we choose the gray scale value with the minimum frequency in the neighbourhood of the mean of the two 
peaks as threshold. That is 
                   h(T)= Min{ h(T-H ) , h(T+H ) }                                                (1) 
where H  indicates the neighbourhood of T in which T ],[ HH  TT . 
 
3.3 Elimination of False Shadow 
 
After detecting the shadow it consists of some false shadows includes dark objects and vegetation. So accurate 
shadow detection false shadow must be eliminated [4]. According to Rayleigh scattering gray scale difference 
between a shadow area and a non-shadow area in the blue (B) waveband is smaller than that of the red (R) and green 
(G) wavebands. The first step is to eliminate vegetation for that considered the gray scale average at the blue 
waveband Gb is slightly larger than the gray scale average at the green waveband Gg. To check an object i is 
vegetation in such a way that comparing Gb and Gg of that object, that is Gb + Ga <G g, i can be considered to be 
vegetation and be ruled out. Ga is the correction parameter determined by the image. After removing the vegetation 
from shadow then remove dark objects by considering geometrical characteristics and the spatial relationship 
between objects. Based on the shape and size of the objects water bodies can be ruled out. In order to remove the 
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linked object average spectral difference can be used. The average spectral difference of R, the object, and Ri, the 
linked light object, can be deﬁned as 
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     In above equation, CR is the gray scale average of the object R, and CR is the gray scale average of the object Ri. 
When the spectral difference between an object and its linked light object is larger than a speciﬁc threshold, this 
object is considered to be linked with the light object and determined to be a shadow. 
 
3.4 Pair Wise Based Shadow Detection 
 
      After the false shadow must be eliminated there is some accuracy problem related to illumination. Also based on 
the internal properties cannot consider a particular region as shadow. So each region is compared with another 
region and finds same illumination pair and different illumination pair [5]. In order to develop different region a 
classifier called K-mean is used. Illumination pairs should be computed by comparing the colour and ratio of 
intensities.  Region of the same material have same colour histogram and considered as same illumination pair.  For 
a shadow/non-shadow pair of the same material the non-shadow region has a higher value in all three channels. 
Compare the colour and ratio of intensities the true shadow is detected. 
 
3.5 Shadow Removal 
 
  To remove the shadow areas in an image shadow matting called soft matting [5,16] is used. This method is 
based on simple shadow model. Here each pixel in an image is relighted based on the information in which how 
much direct light is occluded. First shadow matting called soft matting used to estimate fractional shadow 
coefficient value and then calculate the ratio of direct to environment light. Above two steps are combined and 
shadow free image is formed. 
 
3.5.1 Representation of Shadow Model 
 
Basically two types of light sources are present that is direct light and environment light [17]. The shadow model 
is represented by formula  
   
                              iediii RLLtI )cos(  T                                                      (3) 
  where iI  is a vector representing the value for the 
thi  pixel in RGB space. dL  is the intensity of the direct light 
and eL  is the intensity of the environment light. Both dL  and eL are vectors of size three. iR  is represented as a 
surface reflectance of the pixel. The angle iT  is the angle between direct light and surface normal. The parameter it  
indicates how much light gets to surfaces and its values ranges between 0 and 1. Suppose the value of it =1, then the thi  pixel is a non shadow area, when it =0, then the 
thi  pixel is a hard shadow area called umbra and it value 
between 0 and 1, then the thi  pixel is a soft  shadow called penumbra.  
 
3.5.2 Shadow Matting 
    
     In order to obtain shadow free image shadow matting called soft matting technique is used. For an image I 
matting procedure is applied to separate foreground and background image by using the following formula 
 
                         iiiii BFI )1( QQ                                                            (4) 
where  iI  is the RGB value of 
thi  pixel in an image I. iF  is the RGB value of 
thi  pixel of the foreground image F 
and iB  is the RGB value of 
thi  pixel of the background image B. Put value of iF  as RLRL ed   and iB  as 
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RLe then the shadow formulation equation should be form 
 
           ieiieidii RLkRLRLkI )1()(                                                     (5) 
where  ik  is called shadow coefficient. The value of ik is computed by using the equation  
                                                                 iii tk Tcos                                                                    (6) 
 
3.5.3 Ratio Calculation and Pixel Relighting 
       
        Shadow free image is obtained by relighting each pixel based on shadow model. The pixel relighting is based 
on calculated ratio and k value. Ratio ‘r’ is computed by using the equation  
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where dL  is the intensity of the direct light and eL  is the intensity of the environment light. Both dL  and eL are 
vectors of size three. Hence ‘r’ is called ratio of direct to environment light. The new pixel value is computed by  
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4. Experimental Results and Discussion 
 Here, presented the results of proposed algorithm for shadow detection and removal of various urban satellite 
imageries. The images used in this paper are publicly provided by the U.S. Geological Survey and each image 
consists of four bands (RGBIR) with a resolution of one pixel per meter in both directions. The images contain 
various objects, including vegetation, towers, water bodies, roads, buildings, and other man-made objects such as 
cars and trucks. Also, the shadow area is either isolated or connected to vegetation, water bodies, dark objects etc. 
Here, a new method is developed for shadow detection and removal. First image is segmented using Tri-class based 
Thresholding. So segmentation result must be accurate and act as a good pre processing step for shadow detection. 
Also for shadow detection multiple methods are used that is bimodal histogram splitting and pair wise region based 
detection. This can give the accurate result for shadow detection. For removing shadow, initially calculate how 
much direct light is occluded for each pixel in the image and then relight the entire image using this information. 
Note that proposed method showed that good detection and removal result. It also eliminates falsely detected 
shadow such as water bodies, vegetation, dark objects etc. Also it restores the details accurately.  As compared with 
two methods (relative radiometric correction and polynomial fitting)[4] shadow matting technique gave the accurate 
result and good shadow free image. Here we consider both grayscale and color images . In the case of shadow 
detection bth type of images give the accurate result but in case of shadow  removal colour properties cannot be 
restored. It is still view in gray scale images.  
 
 
                                                  (a)                                     (b)                                              (c) 
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                                                                     d)                                         (e)                                        (f) 
Fig 3: (a) Input image for shadow removal, (b) Segmented image ,(c) Shadow object detection ,(d) False shadow eliminated image 
(e) Shadow detected area, (f) Shadow removed image 
  In the first experiment consider the input image shown in Fig 3 (a). First step is segmentation using tri –class 
based thresholding shown in Fig (b). After shadow should be detected using bimodal histogram splitting method 
shown in Fig (c) . It may include some false shadow that is eliminated using some spectral and geometric features 
shown in Fig (d). For an accurate shadow detection pair wise region detection method is used shown in Fig(e). In 
Fig (f) we obtain the shadow removed image.   
 Next consider the image for shadow removal and results are described in Fig 4. About 125 images should be 
considered and almost accurate result is obtained.  Also there is some quantitative checks should be performed to 
determine the accuracy of our new method. Three types of matrices are used. They are producer’s accuracies, user’s 
accuracies and overall accuracy. Correctness of the algorithm is measured by using first matrix.  Precision of the 
algorithm is measured by using user accuracies. Third matrix represents the overall accuracy. After calculating the 
values of these three matrix we conclude that our proposed algorithm accurately restore the shadowed image. 
     
(a)                          (b)                                                  (c) 
                                          
                                                                   (d)                                       (e)                                                     (f) 
Fig 4: (a) Input image for shadow removal, (b) Segmented image ,(c) Shadow object detection ,(d) False shadow eliminated image 
(e) Shadow detected area, (f) Shadow removed image 
Table 1: Overall Accuracies 
 
                   METHODS                             PRODUCER’S                                   USER’S                                   OVERALL 
                                                                   ACCURACIES                            ACCURACIES                             ACCUARCY 
                  s
W (%)    nsW (%)                        (%)sV     nsV (%)                         ( U )              
 
            
          Radiometric Correction              97.97           42.16                         1.28                99.68                                43.68   
           
             Polynomial Fitting                      85.71           87.63                         5.99                99.84                                87.6          
             
             Proposed Method                        75.21           90.8                          70.16              99.77                                91.57    
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5.  Conclusion 
This work presented a novel algorithm for shadow detection and removal in urban high resolution satellite 
images. The proposed technique segments the shadow by using tri-class based Thresholding. This segmentation 
helped to handle a rather difficult problem of shadow detection in satellite imagery. After the segmentation shadow 
should be detected by using bimodal histogram splitting method. Then the false shadow that is some clutter 
information is removed for accurately detecting shadow. Also an additional method called pair wise region based 
detection is used to accurately detect the shadow. So image is clustered by using K-mean Algorithm and to detect 
shadow by comparing color and the ratio of intensities in the adjacent pair. This method can accurately detect the 
shadow. Also develop a new method called soft matting is used for shadow removal. This method can accurately 
restore the shadowed region. . Both qualitative and quantitative experimental results using real images show that the 
proposed algorithm outperforms a comparable algorithm for shadow detection and removal. 
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